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Historic bridges are a lock in to our history. Cultures and natures are interrelated to each others. 
The nature systems are depended on their locations over the earth crust which is the cause of 
geology, topography and climate conditions or the bases of environments. For different 
civilizations, roads are the tools of society and national power. By the mater of the fact, when 
the topography is not flat, the society and culture are distributed in small valleys, near by the 
small rivers, spring and manmade Ghanats. To have community and communication it is 
requested to cross the valley or the rivers. There are bridges as parts of roads by different 
structures relative to the case for crossing over the valley or rivers. Bridge plays as an 
introducer and boundary to separate two distinguished culture as well as two states of 
environments. Crossing the bridge means to being in a different stage. 

In Iran due to the geology, topography, the velocity of rivers water, erosion and earthquake 
conditions, ancient road and bridge engineering are main parts of the civil work. These objects 
are related with cultural evidences due to the public worth of these construction elements. 
During the Samarian period, Kermanshah province had been governed as a joint state between 
east and west cultures which a famous river plays the fact of interface. Over the Gamaciab (big 
fish) river there are different historical bridges. The most important among them is Khosro (THE 
GREAT KING OF SASANIAN) Bridge and one of the icons. Pule-Khosro was built around 3rd  
century AD., about 1800 years old.  The engineering miracle point OF this bridge is its direction. 
The direction of this bridge is coinciding whit the west east direction by today global 
geographical data and information’s whit no error.  

Science, computation, engineering and beliefs (religion) are beyond on this international 
registries monument (2010).  By the historical evidences the bridge is located in a holy place 
(Bistun Mountain, famous in cultural history). 

The aim of this paper is to introduce KHOSRO Bridge as a masterpiece in ancient engineering 
and religious beliefs on this object in ancient and present.    
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